Bringing fun literacy, critical analysis, community engagement and creativity

With national award-winning, trained Teaching Artists who work with thousands of youth and produce the largest youth poetry festival in Maryland. (Among other local and national platforms for youth voice.)
D E W M O R E
SOCIAL JUSTICE
VIRTUAL POETRY CLUBS

A CULTURALLY-RELEVANT AND
EMOTIONALLY-SAFE SPACE

Cognitive Development: rigorous exposure to poetry as an art form and public speaking

Emotional Development: process difficult topics in a safe space

Social Development: build relationships, affirm identity and create art for community impact

Live energy in a digital space. Connection to powerful events.

We are looking for school and other community partners with youth cohorts to do 10-week virtual workshops weekly (with the option to renew) to engage middle schoolers, high schoolers and young adults up to 21 using the power of poetry.

We have funding partnerships that you may qualify for to bring this program to your site at low or no cost.

Contact us today!

olu@dewmorebaltimore.org
410.705.0598
www.dewmorebaltimore.org